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In this article I examine some of the debates around the recent New Year’s Eve concerts in Bari, Catania, Palermo, Rome and Matera. However, this is not a review of the concerts, as I am neither interested in what happened during the performances nor in the disparate artistic merits of the works involved. I rather want to display how controversies, polemics and criticisms were largely related to the connections between the featuring artists Gigi D’Alessio, Tony Colombo, Eugenio Bennato and Fiorella Mannoia, and the politics of Southern Italian identity. By drawing upon various debates around these musicians, I want to denounce one of the most typical traits of the self-proclaimed Italian nation, namely, the mortification of the South and of its inhabitants.

En este artículo examino algunos de los debates generados alrededor de los recientes conciertos de Año Nuevo en Bari, Catania, Palermo, Roma y Matera. Sin embargo, esto no es una reseña de los conciertos: no estoy interesado en lo que ocurrió durante las interpretaciones, y tampoco en los dispares méritos artísticos de los espectáculos. Más bien quiero mostrar cómo las polémicas y críticas están ampliamente relacionadas con las conexiones entre los artistas que participaron –Gigi D’Alessio, Tony Colombo, Eugenio Bennato y Fiorella Mannoia– y las políticas de identidad del sur de Italia. Haciendo uso de las distintas controversias que afloraron en torno a estos músicos quiero denunciar uno de los rasgos más típicos de la nación autoproclamada: la condena del Sur y sus habitantes.
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The New Year’s Eve concert, featuring one or more nationally recognised artists, has become a tradition in contemporary Italian cities. This year, among other big events, we had Eugenio Bennato in Catania, Tony Colombo in Palermo, and Gigi D’Alessio in Bari. The presence of these three musicians attracted a large amount of criticism within the respective local media, and, as far as D’Alessio is concerned, at national level, since the Bari event was broadcast countrywide. A fourth artist, Fiorella Mannoia, declared that she had been excluded from the Rome New Year’s Eve concert.

This is not a review of the concerts. I am neither interested in what happened during the shows nor in the disparate artistic merits of the works involved. I rather want to denounce one of the most typical traits of the self-proclaimed Italian nation, namely, the mortification of Southern Italian Identity.


2 Some of the criticism against D’Alessio was collected in “Capodanno con D’Alessio, gli sfottò sui social”, Corriere del Mezzogiorno (2016.01.01), available at <http://corrieredelmezzogiorno.corriere.it/fotogallery/campania/16_gennaio_01/capodanno-d-alessio-sfotto-social-f160ff6d4-b00a-11e5-a532-6cba06317be62.shtml>.


mentioned, Bennato, Colombo and D’Alessio are Southern subjects, while Mannoia is from Rome.5

**Gigi D’Alessio, Tony Colombo and the demonisation of the neomelodica**

Colombo and D’Alessio are associated with the *neomelodica*, a musical genre that is popular among the Southern Italian lower classes. The *neomelodica* is quite commonly demonised for being allegedly colluded with organised crime,6 to the point that, as I have observed elsewhere, its “very existence, in the Italian imagery, constitutes a sort of confirmation of the supposed connection between Southern Italian culture and the mafias”.7 Important works by Goffredo Plastino8 and Vincenzo Perna9 have completely deconstructed the criminalisation (exposing, I would add, the implicit racialisation) of *neomelodica* musicians and audiences, and the latter has argued that:

> what seems to worry the critics of NM [i.e., *neomelodica*] most is not its largely undetermined negative social impact, but its relevance, and hence its counter-symbolic role. The representation of NM as bad music, perhaps, should be taken seriously inasmuch as it expresses the perceived threatening nature of that music. For its detractors, then, the most disturbing aspect of NM consists in its challenges to representations of social pacification, national unity, and progress.10

In other words, *neomelodica* music is not demonised because it is bad music, although its detractors usually use this as an excuse. Rather, *neomelodica* is hated because it represents the negation of Italianness “by articulating the identitarian pride

---

5 I will explain later how and why Mannoia is connected to the South.
10 Ibid., p. 204.
of Southern Italian underclasses”.

This resonates with Gribaudi’s claim about the fact that the national image of the South was constructed on the basis of “negation, on what it lacked in relation to the ideal model”.

Gigi D’Alessio and his music are in fact among Italy’s public enemies, and D’Alessio’s participation in the Bari New Year’s Eve concert has been targeted by a large amount of sarcastic jokes within social media, which have been in turn collected and proudly reposted online by renowned newspapers, such as the Corriere del Mezzogiorno. I would like to focus on two of these social media entries in order to evaluate the representations of D’Alessio’s identity that they promote.

The first entry I want to look at reads as follows: “There were 100.000 people in Bari at Gigi D’Alessio’s concert. Darwin, forgive us, something has gone wrong”. The post evokes Darwin in a clear reference to evolutionary theory: in brief, it says that if all these people went all the way to listen to D’Alessio’s “bad” music, they must be unevolved people. Here, disguised as a humorous link between evolution and musical taste, there is instead an obvious reference to the perceived social/regional/racial difference between D’Alessio’s audience and an implicit normative group of “evolved Italians”. The allusion to different evolutionary stages, combined with the ever-present criminalisation of neomelodica practices, cannot but evoke Cesare Lombroso’s and Alberto Niceforo’s pseudoscientific (but enormously influential) theories about the racial inferiority and the propensity for criminal behaviour of Southern Italian people.

In that social media post, encoded in a consideration about musical taste, there is a statement about the perceived inferiority of Southern Italian cultural and racial identities.

11 Ibid.
13 “Capodanno con D'Alessio...”.
14 Although the identities of the users involved are never protected within the respective social networks or by the aforementioned online newspaper, I will keep them anonymous.
15 “Capodanno con D'Alessio...”. (“Erano in 100.000 a Bari per il concerto di Gigi D'Alessio. Darwin perdonaci, c'è qualcosa che è andato storto”).
I am not using the category of race inappropriately here: as shown by Pugliese, the normativity of Northern Italian culture over Southern subjects and community is precisely the result of “the racist North/South divide [that] operates along this racialised geopolitical axis that demarcates the North as Aryan and European, and the South as African and Arab”. On the basis of this violent demarcation, that constantly affects and defines the lives, the thoughts and the aspirations of all Italians (including those in diasporic contexts), Southern practices are automatically disguised as “inferior”.

Figure 1: An image that circulated among social media in the days before New Year’s Eve, which shows Mickey Mouse committing suicide in front of a TV broadcast of Gigi D’Alessio’s concert.

Whiteness and ethnocentrism are relevant also to the second item I want to show, an illustration that “went viral” on social media in the days prior to the Bari concert. The illustration, which is the modification of a work by Eva and Franco Mattes, shows Mickey Mouse hanging himself in front of a TV that displays a performance of D’Alessio [Figure 1], in a clear reference to the fact that D’Alessio’s

---


18 <https://scontent-syd1-1.xx.fbcdn.net/hphotos-xpl1/v/l110-9/995314_10204849308422033_7973332078956360183_n.jpg?oh=b34362d8bd8f2d8759aad4ba9143f699&oe=57443280>

show was going to be broadcast on a nationwide channel. What appears to be evident here is the clash between an instance of “legitimate” and “pure” culture, represented by the North American cartoon icon, and the exponent of a “spurious” and “dodgy” non-white culture who dares to appear in front of the nation. The suicide of legitimate, white, US-oriented culture is offered as the extreme solution in order to avoid being submitted to the “horrendous” spectacle of D’Alessio’s performance. There is more, as Mickey Mouse can be understood as a symbol of juvenile innocence, and is set against the exponent of a musical genre that is widely criminalised. Therefore, the white, North American cultural icon is also represented as being “innocent” and “vulnerable” (as Mickey Mouse hangs himself), in opposition to a “dangerous”, “violent” and “criminal” Southern identity.

As highlighted by Perna, D’Alessio’s case is noteworthy as it demonstrates how the neomelodica “may not always be relegated to slums, but can sometimes ‘trickle up’ [...] to respectable, mainstream society, finally achieving success in the national pop arena”. Contextualising the above illustration and, in general, the shared denigration of D’Alessio within his undeniable success story, it is possible to evaluate anti-D’Alessio feelings as reactionary backlashes against an artist that is perceived as an impostor, because he dared to abandon his peripheral “slum” and infiltrate mainstream national culture.

Tony Colombo and Eugenio Bennato were also treated as impostors. Despite the lower (i.e. not broadcast on national TV) profiles of the respective concerts they were involved in, they were exposed to a plethora of invectives within Palermitan and Catanian networks. Colombo, whose personal social media pages were inundated by insults after the announcement of his performance, was again criticised on account of his neomelodica background, and because, as a Palermitan, he has chosen to live and work in Naples. Now, it is quite customary for Sicilian and Southern artists to migrate to the North, and still be welcomed every time they return to their native cities.

20 Many thanks to Teresa Di Somma for drawing my attention on this last and important element.
22 “Capodanno a Palermo e polemiche...”.
However, I claim here that Colombo’s case is different: he migrated to another city in the South, and, what is more, to Naples, a “rebellious city” that arguably negates the monologism of the Italian state.23

Very importantly, I am not suggesting here that Palermo or Catania are less rebellious than Naples: I am rather saying that Colombo was attacked on account of the diffused Italian hatred towards Naples. The fact that the insults against Colombo came from people inhabiting another place in the South is irrelevant: as abundantly shown by John Dickie, anti-Southern feelings are not a prerogative of the North, but rather a shared prerogative of a unified Italian identity.24 In other words, those who want to be fully Italian need to mortify the South, regardless of their regional background. Colombo, who has left Palermo for Naples, and who represents such an unbearably Southern genre as the *neomelodica*, was deemed to be unworthy of appearing in the Palermo New Year’s Eve concert. Arguably, this shared need to mortify the South also explains the polemics around Eugenio Bennato’s concert in Catania, which will be examined in the next section.

**Eugenio Bennato in Catania**

Bennato is a folk singer-songwriter whose work is centred on the rebellious cultural politics of the South. His songs celebrate Southern histories and identities and advocate an idea of a borderless Mediterranean space. He normally performs with a band composed by instrumentalists and singers from different Mediterranean backgrounds, and his songs are mosaics of different languages, timbres, harmonies and rhythms. Eugenio Bennato is also the brother of Edoardo Bennato, one of the most famous living Italian singer-songwriters.

Eugenio Bennato was selected to play in Catania’s New Year’s concert following a competitive call for tenders hosted by the local City Council (*Comune di Catania*). The

---
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costs incurred by the Comune di Catania for the concert, €100,000, set off a huge amount of criticism from the city council’s political opposition. A breakdown of the costs was eventually disclosed by the concert organisers, which showed that Bennato’s band (8 members in total) was eventually paid only 10% of that figure, and that most of the allocated money was being spent on technical equipment and setup.

The proposal involving Bennato’s music had eventually won over a number of other proposals involving various musicians known at national level, as emerged from an article for the local online newspaper La Sicilia Web written by Luca Ciliberti. Ciliberti’s article combines harsh criticism towards the costs incurred by the Comune di Catania with persistent negative remarks about the choice of Eugenio Bennato. In the present section, I attempt to analyse this article in order to unveil the representation of Bennato’s work implied in Ciliberti’s critical tone.

Ciliberti questions Bennato’s status and the legitimacy of his participation in the concert right from the title, which reads: “Bennato who? Here are all the [rejected] alternatives for the New Year’s Eve Concert in Catania” (“Bennato chi? Ecco tutte le...”.

---

25 See “Concerto di capodanno, è polemica: ‘A Catania Bennato costa il quadruplo’”. CataniaToday (2015.12.21), available at <http://www.cataniatoday.it/cronaca/concerto-capodanno-polemica-bennato-21-dicembre-2015.html>. It is important to note that in other cities the costs were also higher: in Florence, for example, the concert cost €300,000 but it was entirely funded by private sponsors [PALOSCHI, Fulvio. “Firenze, Capodanno metropolitano: gli eventi e le istruzioni per l’uso”, La Repubblica (2015.12.28), available at <http://firenze.repubblica.it/cronaca/2015/12/28/news/capodanno_metropolitano_istruzioni_per_l_uso-130277033/>]; in Rome, the majority of the costs was incurred by private sponsors, plus a contribution of €170,000 from the Italian Chamber of Commerce, which is a state body [CASTELLI, Giorgia. “Niente Concertone, la Mannioa grida alla censura. Ma forse è questione di soldi”. Secolo d’Italia (2015.12.28), available at <http://www.secoloditalia.it/2015/12/niente-concertone-mannioa-grida-censura-forse-questione-soldi/>]; whereas in Matera the costs, which were sustained by the local regional administration, amounted to more than half a million [“La trasferta degli sprechi: 130mila euro solo di hotel, in 300 a spese della Regione”, Il Quotidiano della Basilicata (2016.01.03), available at <http://www.ilquotidianodellabasilicata.it/news/idee-societa/743882/La-trasferta-degli-sprechi--130mila.html>]. What strikes me, more than these figures, is that Northern and Central cities (Florence and Rome) tend to benefit from heavy flows of private funding, whereas Southern cities (Matera and Catania) seem to have to rely solely, or mainly, on their local regional/provincial/municipal money to fund similar events – is that, perhaps, symptomatic of the national tendency to isolate the South economically while plundering its internal resources?


27 CILIBERTI, Luca. “Bennato chi?...”.
alternative per il concerto di Capodanno a Catania”). Some of these alternative artists are named immediately after, in the subtitle:

Mannarino, Gualazzi, Irene Grandi, up to big names of international music. There were numerous and qualified proposals in the hands of Bianco’s administration, but preference was given to the “little known” Parthenopean [i.e., Neapolitan] singer.

The article seeks to establish a manifest binary between Bennato’s status as a marginal act, whose name may not be known to the public (“Bennato who?”), and the wealth of artists that were rejected, marked by the adjective “numerous” in a way to underline the abundance of performers that could have been chosen instead of Bennato. Two main distinctive qualities are used here to describe these rejected artists: “international” and “qualified”, which are set against the adjectives used to define Bennato, namely, “little known” and “Parthenopean” (“partenopeo”, a synonym of “Neapolitan”). Right from the beginning, Bennato’s alleged lack of notoriety and experience at international level is implicitly associated to his Neapolitan identity.

Nevertheless, it is important to clarify that the mere fact that Bennato is from Naples is not the main problem. A number of artists is mentioned both in the subtitle and in the article body as those who were rejected for Bennato. The three artists named in the subtitle (Mannarino, Gualazzi and Grandi) are presumably the most important names in the author’s opinion, and are indeed all non-Southern subjects. While Ciliberti traces a border between Bennato and his more “qualified” counterparts, the vast majority of whom are non-Southern artists, I am not convinced that this is voluntarily done solely on the basis of the artists’ origins. In fact, among the dozens of names that are mentioned in the article body there are a few notable Southern acts (i.e., Archiù, Dolcenera, Adriano Pappalardo, Napoli Opera, Orchestra Luna Rossa).

---

28 “Bennato chi? Ecco tutte le alternative per il concerto di Capodanno a Catania”. Ibid.
29 “Mannarino, Gualazzi, Irene Grandi, fino a grandi nomi della musica internazionale. Le proposte in mano all’amministrazione Bianco erano numerose e qualificate, ma la scelta è ricaduta sul ‘poco noto’ cantante partenopeo”. Ibid.
The *incipit* of the article seems to confirm my cautiousness in this sense, insofar as it consists of a comparison between the Eugenio Bennato and his brother, Edoardo:

Bennato who? Edoardo? No. Eugenio. The difference is unneglectable. There is an abyss between them. The former is a rock popular musician; the latter is ethnic and folk. The former has sold millions of records; the latter is part of a niche market that can only dream about those figures.  

Edoardo shares exactly the same regional identity as Eugenio, being his brother; therefore, I can confirm that the attack against Eugenio is not only made on the basis of his regional identity: there is more than that.  

The argument about Eugenio Bennato not being mainstream does hardly support itself, as there are many other niche artists among those mentioned as preferable alternatives. In fact, Eugenio Bennato’s music has enjoyed growing visibility in the last 10-15 years, and his songs have become widely known in Italy, to the point that “Brigante se more” has become a milestone of Southern Italian political music. I claim that some of the songs contained in Edoardo Bennato’s 2010 album *Le vie del rock sono infinite*, namely “C’era un re” and “Il capo dei briganti”, manifestly appropriate some of the themes that have always characterised Eugenio’s work, such as the revisionism of the Italian Unification and the radical cultural politics of Southern Italy. In other words, if Eugenio “can only dream” of matching Edoardo’s record sales, I argue that the latter does probably aspire to a share of his brother’s influence on Southern political thought.

---


31 This point was abundantly made by other commentators of the article. See for instance the comments on the website of Ciliberti’s article (*ibid*).

32 MUSICANOVA. “Brigante se more”. In *Brigante se more*. By Eugenio Bennato and Carlo D’Angiò. LP. Philips Records, 1980.


The fact that Ciliberti’s attack has indeed to do with politics is revealed in the following terms:

The choice of Bennato is one that Catanians will have to accept and submit to in the name of a doubtful transparency that produces general disappointment, especially among the industry specialists. **Bennato is definitely a political choice made by Bianco’s administration**, and probably those who were in charge must have thought that the Parthenopean singer-songwriter could represent the culture and the inclinations of centre-left voters and administrators.  

These lines clarify that Ciliberti’s main preoccupation is not discrediting Bennato, but criticising his local political adversaries, i.e., the mayor of Catania, Enzo Bianco, and his administrative cabinet. While this is an absolutely legitimate, understandable and reasonable thing to do in local and national politics, the problem is that Ciliberti draws upon the perceived vulnerability of Bennato’s figure in order to attack his adversary. Importantly, the author never really qualifies the political nature of Bennato’s work, other than flagging its probable coextensivity with the narratives of the Catanian centre-left. What emerges is that Bennato is Neapolitan, “folk”, “ethnic”, “niche” and therefore welcome to a moderate left-wing audience, while the actual political content of his music is never mentioned in the article. Exactly because of this, I claim that in Ciliberti’s views, Eugenio Bennato’s perceived anomaly has to do precisely with the political themes he discusses in his work. Therefore, the article’s insistence on Bennato’s partenopeo background does not have much to do with his mere identity, but with the intentional political significance that Bennato associates to it. As Mignolo would put it, Bennato’s politics is “politics of identity”, which, importantly, “is different from identity politics – the former is open to whoever wants to join, while the latter tends to be bounded by the definition of a given identity”.  

35 “Quella di Bennato è una scelta che i catanesi dovranno accettare e subire in nome di una trasparenza che lascia qualche dubbio e non poche amarezze generalizzate, soprattutto negli operatori del settore. **Bennato è certamente una scelta politica dell’amministrazione Bianco**, probabilmente chi di dovere avrà pensato che il cantautore partenopeo rappresenti meglio di altri artisti la cultura e la vocazione di un’amministrazione e di un elettorato di centrosinistra”. CILIBERTI, Luca. “Bennato chi?...”. Here and henceforth, the emphasis in bold is not my addition, but a feature of the original article.  

36 MIGNOLO, Walter. “Epistemic Disobedience, Independent Thought and De-Colonial Freedom”. Theory,
as claimed by Ciliberti in the above quote, were subjected to the choice of Bennato and might have preferred one of the rejected artists can only support itself on the basis of the omission of Bennato’s politics of identity – in fact, one would think that a Southern audience is normally interested in work that discusses the condition of the South.

Bennato’s music is in fact written from a Southern perspective, and challenges the construct of a national Italian identity by disavowing national borders and exposing the premises onto which national unity was violently enforced in Italy. For example, the song “Che il Mediterraneo sia” imagines a free and united Mediterranean, “a gateless fortress, where everyone can live”; while songs like “Ninco Nanco” dignify the histories and the deeds of the anti-Unification freedom fighters, commonly labelled as “brigands” (briganti), and thoroughly contest the rhetoric of the Italian Unification by exposing it as an aggressive conquest war that literary annihilated and plundered Southern territories and peoples with their histories and identities:

1859, the old Bourbon king dies
and his son gets to the throne, at 23, still a young boy.
This is the moment to take advantage of this void of power,
in that kingdom surrounded by the sea, and defended only by mermaids.

And the Bank of Naples is ideal to cover the costs,
to fund the financial deficit of the Piedmont.

And Ninco Nanco must die, because history has to go this way
and the South is a land to conquer and Ninco Nanco can’t stay there


38 The freedom fighters of the decades 1860-1880 were normally called briganti, while the whole phenomenon of anti-Unification insurgency was called brigantaggio (“brigandage”). This terminology was deployed by the Italian army and then extended to the official historical narratives of the Italian state as a means of depoliticisation of the anti-Unitarian factions, as it “effectively criminalised the insurgents, reducing them to lawless bands of petty criminals” (Pugliese, “Whiteness and the Blackening of Italy...”, p. 4).
and Ninco Nanco must die, as if he lives he could talk, and if he talks he could say something Southern.  

These lines possess a radical potential that can hardly coexist with the official narratives of Italianness. Bennato’s embrace of historical counter-narratives delegitimise the “sacred” foundation of the Italian state and renegotiate the position of “cursed” historical characters, such as the briganti and the Bourbon dynasty, and he imagines a future that counters the contemporary hysteria about the militarisation of European borders. These both elements make him politically controversial.

It could then be argued that Bennato’s work intentionally embodies a similar “counter-symbolic role” to that played by the neomelodica, and potentially attracts criticism from the same intellectual circles that detract neomelodica artists and audiences. Eventually, Ciliberti makes reference to a concert by Gigi D’Alessio, hosted in Catania by the previous administration: “Not to mention Gigi D’Alessio’s concert under Scapagnini”. This brief allusion is likely to suggest a comparison between D’Alessio and Bennato, whereby the reader is probably inclined to draw on the vast range of existing anti-D’Alessio imagery I illustrated above, only to transfer it to Bennato – after all, they are both partenopei. The fact that the comparison between these two artists overlooks the enormous aesthetic difference between them can only confirm what is argued by Perna on the fact that the usual criticism of the neomelodica is not based on mere aesthetic evaluations, but is in fact the product of a nationalistic discourse. Both Bennato and D’Alessio are negations of Italianness, therefore Italian society is inclined to be suspicious as to their right to perform in official events.

Ciliberti is therefore doubtful as to whether Bennato is the right artist for the Catania concert: “We wonder, is it right to take a punt on Eugenio Bennato for the

---

39 “1859, muore il vecchio re Borbone / e sul trono va suo figlio, 23 anni, ancora guaglione. / E il momento di approfittare di questo vuoto di potere, / di quel regno in mezzo al mare difeso solo dalle sirene. / E o Banco ‘e Napule è l’ideale per rifarsi delle spese, / per coprire il disavanzo della finanza piemontese. / E Ninco Nanco deve morire perché la storia così deve andare / e il Sud è terra di conquista e Ninco Nanco nun ce pò stare, / e Ninco Nanco deve morire perché si campa putesse parlare / e si parlasse putesse dire qualcosa di meridionale”. BENNATO, Eugenio. “Ninco Nanco”, in Questione Meridionale, CD, Taranta Power, 2011.

40 Perna, Vincenzo. “Killer Melodies…”, p. 204.

41 “senza scomodare i Gigi D’Alessio di scapagniniana memoria”. Ciliberti, Luca. “Bennato chi?...”
New Year’s Eve big concert in Catania? Is he the right artist?”.\textsuperscript{42} The article continues clarifying that this doubt is about the possibility to promote an artist such as Bennato in a way to attract a sufficiently large audience and to absorb the incurred costs.\textsuperscript{43} But I would like to argue that the acts from the national mainstream scene mentioned in the article serve actually to suggest a distinction between the rejected artistic proposals, which are coextensive with the narrative of Italianness, and Bennato’s politically suspicious work. I suggest that it is the very fact that this suspicious work is selected by an official institution that appears problematic to Ciliberti. As argued by Pugliese with reference to visual art:

Italianness can only ever be represented within these official institutions of culture through the visual iconography of northern Italian high culture. More specifically, through representations that always underscore Italianness in terms of Aryan iconography: white, European, caucacentric.\textsuperscript{44}

This can be easily transposed to music, and especially to the representations of mainstream musicians and the way they implicitly or explicitly perpetrate a precise idea of the Italian nation. In this sense,

(a) the three alternative acts highlighted in the subtitle, namely Gualazzi, Mannarino and Grandi;
(b) Bennato’s own brother, Edoardo; and
(c) the many Southern and non-Southern artists that ran as alternatives to Bennato,

are all treated in the article as representatives of a non-problematic, harmoniously national, Italian musical identity, to which Bennato and D’Alessio are the implicit antagonists, because of their (very different) ways of signifying and re-signifying the South. For this same reason, Bennato and D’Alessio, alongside Tony Colombo, are perceived as impostors by the Italian media and audiences.

\textsuperscript{42} “Ci chiediamo, è giusto puntare tutto su Eugenio Bennato per il concertone della notte di San Silvestro a Catania? E’ l’artista giusto?”. \textit{Ibid}.
\textsuperscript{43} \textit{Ibid}.
\textsuperscript{44} PUGLIESE, Joseph. “Noi Altri: Italy’s Other Geopolitical Identities, Racialised Genealogies and Inter-Cultural Histories”, in Gerry Turcotte and Gaetano Rando (eds.). \textit{Literary and Social Diasporas: An Italian Australian Perspective}. Bruxelles, Peter Lang, 2007, p. 185.
Mannoia’s exclusion from the Rome concert

Fiorella Mannoia is the only woman and the only non-Southern subject among the four musicians I have considered in this paper. She started engaging with the politics of Southern Italian identity in 2012, when her studio album Sud was released. While promoting and touring this album, she used to make abundant references to the fact that the work had been inspired by Pino Aprile’s book Terroni, one of the most influential works in the context of the recent wave of Southern historical revisionism of the Italian Unification:

The whole idea about this album, and about this southward journey started from Naples, began with an idea, and with a book by Pino Aprile which I read, and that was called Terroni, in which I discovered that the history of our... of the Italian Unification wasn’t exactly like that we had been told by history textbooks. Our South wasn’t a South of poor people, of beggars who were waiting to be liberated; it was a rich, opulent South, it was at the vanguard in Europe, and got raided and plundered, like the whole global South. All the global Souths share the same destiny: our South, like Latin America, and especially like Africa.

It is important to underscore that Mannoia, who is originally from Rome, is a remarkable example of a non-Southern musician that voluntarily embraces Southern radical politics, regardless of the implications of this choice on her reputation at

45 Just to clarify, the fact that Fiorella Mannoia is the only woman among the musicians I examined in this particular work does by no means imply that the politics of Southern Italian identity is prevalently an activity of male musicians. In fact, many female musicians across different genres, including folk, pop/rock and neomelodica, engage with these issues in their work.
national level. Other non-Southern artists, before and after Mannoia, have followed this same path, such as Milan-based rock band Stormy Six, who released the album *L’Unità* in the 1970s, and Modena City Ramblers, a band based in the Northern region of Emilia-Romagna who wrote the song “La guèra d’l baröt in 2013” – both these works engage in a pro-South critical revision of the Italian Unification. The engagement of non-Southern artists with these issues confirms how Southern radical politics, as claimed above, is “politics of identity” in the sense illustrated by Mignolo, i.e., politics of inclusion rather than of exclusion.

On 24 December 2015, Mannoia revealed that she had been excluded from the imminent New Year’s Eve concert in Rome. She added that she was not aware of the reasons of the exclusion, although she could guess why that had happened. This statement was widely understood as implying that the exclusion had been decided on account of Mannoia’s controversial political ideas.

Mannoia is widely criticised for having sustained a number of other causes beyond the issues relative to the Italian South; moreover, two Southern acts, namely Eugenio Bennato’s aforementioned brother Edoardo and rock band Negramaro, replaced Mannoia at the Rome concert: perhaps these facts make it harder to claim that Mannoia’s exclusion was specifically or uniquely related to her views on the South. However, Southern Italian novelist Raffaele Vescera has argued that:

> the exclusion of Fiorella Mannoia from the New Year’s Eve concert says a lot about the fact that the power is afraid of her “revolutionary” and rebellious words on the moral misery of the Italian system and on the calculated marginalisation of the South.  


52 “Capodanno: Mannoia esclusa...”.


54 “Escludere Fiorella Mannoia dal concertone di capodanno la dice lunga sulla paura che il potere ha delle
In every case, trying to ascertain whether Mannoia was rejected solely because of her Southern politics of identity would be pointless. Rather, it is reasonable and sufficient to argue that her pro-South claims are among the various causes that concurred in making her politically undesirable to parts of the Italian society and establishment – this undesirability, in turn, has probably determined the exclusion, as claimed by Mannoia herself.\(^{55}\) Moreover, I do not exclude that part of the criticism and the ostracism that Mannoia normally attracts might also be connected to her gender – while male musicians are normally allowed to display radical ideas and behaviours, it often happens that their female colleagues are harshly censured for voicing very similar positions.\(^{56}\)

Final Remarks

To summarise, I have examined various controversies connected to the 2015/16 New Year’s Eve concerts in four different Italian cities (Bari, Palermo, Catania and Rome), arguing that, in all four cases, these controversies were largely related to the connections between the featuring artists and the politics of Southern Italian identity. Gigi D’Alessio and Tony Colombo are mainly associated with the “counter-symbolic role”\(^{57}\) of neomelodica music-making and hence to a nationally untolerated “identitarian pride of Southern Italian underclasses”,\(^{58}\) while Eugenio Bennato and
Fiorella Mannoia are known for attempting to re-signify Southern histories and identities taking the critical revision of the Italian Unification as a starting point.

Alongside this simplified schematisation, it is important to add that both D’Alessio and Colombo have written and performed political songs about Southern histories and identities, despite the shared tendency to depoliticise the *neomelodica*. It is also important to reiterate that, while the very fact of being Neapolitan was not the only element used to discredit Bennato in the article I have examined above, it still played an extremely important, if implicit, role in the construction of Ciliberti’s argument. Finally, as far as Mannoia is concerned, I have argued that various circumstances, not all necessarily connected to her Southern politics of identity, might have contributed to her exclusion from the Rome concert.

Nevertheless, the demonisation of Southern identity and the ostracism towards its radical emancipatory politics undeniably link these four episodes. Among other things, the continuous neglect and mortification of the South are instrumental to the legitimisation of a regime of economic and infrastructural isolation that has been determining a situation of substantial underdevelopment since the Italian Unification. To illustrate this concept and conclude this paper, I will briefly mention a fifth show, which was broadcast by the RAI, the national state TV, and therefore was probably the main Italian 2015/16 New Year’s Eve concert. It was hosted by the Southern city of Matera, one of the few capitals of Italian provinces that are excluded from the national railway network. Traditionally isolated within the national

---

61 I would like to thank Teresa Di Somma for suggesting me to use Matera as a possible case study for this paper.
62 “Capoluogo di provincia” in Italian. Provinces are local administrative divisions in Italy.
infrastructural plan, Matera enjoys worldly recognition for possessing a unique urban landscape, and was recently selected to be European Capital of Culture in 2019.\(^{64}\) It is not difficult to imagine that this important achievement might have determined the choice of this city, otherwise considered marginal in national culture, for the main 2015/16 New Year’s Concert in Italy. The main problem was that, because of the infrastructural abandonment to which Matera is unjustly relegated, many people who wanted to be at the concert were simply not able to reach the city by public transport.\(^ {65}\)

Italy is traditionally very good at marginalising, neglecting and criminalising the South, only to celebrate it occasionally, when it manages to achieve something despite its forced colonial condition. In these cases, Italy may allow a “suspicious” Southern musician to lead a major concert, or concede to a marginalised Southern city the “bliss” of hosting a nationally broadcast event. Often, these hypocritical celebrations end up highlighting the blatant contradictions upon which the Italian nation was, and is, constructed. Punctually, the South is subjected to vehement hatred and/or brutal neglect. This hatred and this neglect may well be revealed by a racist joke against *neomelodica* musicians and audiences, or by an article that claims that a prominent Neapolitan artist is basically nobody, or even by a rail link that has been missing for the last 150-odd years.
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